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Q1 
In every organization, company or society; there is always legal system being set-up to bring law order 

and growth not just that but also professionalism and adequacy in development of engineering society. 

Issues we face in the Nigeria legal system in engineering industry: 

1. Corruption  

2. Mismanagement of contract jobs  

3. Bypass of the task given 

Corruption has been one of the top problems on Nigeria economy list since we gain our independence in 

1960 and it is still leading today because we have not gathered enough strength and courage to fight this 

great giant, it has been also the issues where legal representatives can receive bribe from defendant to 

corrupt the law for a second. In cases of mismanagement of contract jobs many clients are not advice or 

are ignorant of the law guiding engineering industry thereby contract may be given to family members or 

friends who aren’t professional engineers to carry out the jobs. 

Bypass in Nigeria is a common practice that is still in play in engineering industry. 

Effect of these cankerworms may leads to 

 unemployment, 

 low rate on construction contract, 

  it brings engineering down to the lane man so it lower the standards 

 etc. 

Q2 

 

Time management demands a key shift in emphasis: concentrate on results, not on being busy. There are 

a lot of cases with people who waste their lives in discolored doings and attain very small since they are 

placing their labors into the incorrect responsibilities or weakening to focus their activity  successfully, 

time management  workings directly  affect the  collective  academic achievements.  The perception of 

how their time requires to be used up or planning including utilizing short and long period goals  

and time attitudes or students accomplished that both planning and encouraging time attitudes initiated 

that they had much more time to finish their everyday jobs because they experiences more in control of 

how their time was exhausted therefore knowing when they had to state no to activities. 

  Time  management  practices  that  connected  to  the  individual's  awareness  and  attitudes  about  time  

management and is comparable the perception of having control over time. Therefore, time attitudes 

comprise the perception that the individual is in control of time the perception that the person is 

efficiently managing his time and the perception that the individual is making constructive utilization of 

time. 
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